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The Wait Is 

Over! 
Announcing our 
$1000 Referral 
Reward Yearly 

winner! 

Can’t We All 

Just Get 

Along? 
Nope.  But 
here’s why.

 

We narrowly escaped 
THIS 

 

 

Now your Cranky Uncle 
can help with critical 

thinking 

 

This is NOT a flame 
thrower... it says so on 

the box 

 

How do butterflies fly?  
Puzzle solved!

 

  

Unity?  Unity 

with who? 

Our current 
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3-Ingredient 
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Tomato Angel 

Hair Pasta 

“There’s No 

Right Way To 

Do The Wrong 

Thing” by 

Christopher 

Gilbert 

What binge-

watching does 

to your Health 

See a video of 

the Living Earth 

Bernie wins the 

Intertubes plus 

TWO NEW 

“More or Less” 

Puzzles! 



Tom’s Tidbits           

Unity?  Unity with who? 
 
 
Greetings, 
 
The Trump era is officially over, and we are a tired and wounded people.  Our ‘leaders’ are pushing the 
balm of Unity, but superficial unity can’t spackle over deep and real discord.  Unity, as a goal instead of a 
result, can be poisonous.  For the sake of “ourselves and our posterity” we can’t come together until 
we’ve set a few things straight.   
 
America’s been wounded before, and we reached for the anesthetic of unity then too.  Reconstruction 
was painful until a fake ‘unity’ paid by newly-freed slaves ended it too early, fueling the inequality and 
racial injustice protests of today.  We were tired when Ford ended our ‘long national nightmare’ instead 
of holding Nixon accountable, and we’ve dealt with the fallout ever since.  We were oh, so tired of 
George W. Bush until Obama soothed us by looking forward, not backward.  The question of America as 
a torture state still looms.  
 
Wounded and tired again, we face the aftermath of Trump 
and the ongoing danger of his acolytes.  The question of 
accountability has never been more important and the 
temptation to pretend unity has never seemed stronger.   
 
But unity with who?  Republican cries for unity sound too 
much like a middle-school bully begging for mercy when 
his victims finally fight back.  All Republicans aren’t MAGA; 
I’m sure some never wanted any part of this.  But Elections 
DO have consequences, and today’s Republican Party is the 
direct consequence of voting for Trumps, Hawleys, Cruzes, 
and McConnells for decades.  The new crop includes Boebert, Taylor-Greene, and Cawthorn, people 
who cling to Q-Anon and Trumpacy even after seeing the results.  Unfortunately, in a free and self-
governing country, there’s no way to build consensus among people who see government as a useful 
tool, as a necessary annoyance, or as the source of all evil.   
 
Unity to do what?  Biden, who may be a very ‘good guy’, isn’t a man of obvious vision.  He collaborated 
with the DNC to reject the vision of the Progressive Dems and offer a bland, tapioca “not Trump” vision 
of America.  That might have won the election, but it’s not a path forward.  Biden can’t govern as a 
centrist successfully.  We can’t ‘go back to normal’, much less unify or grow, by averaging tepid with 
traitorous.  Biden not only has to bring a baseline of competence and dignity, he’ll have to articulate a 
vision for action and build a consensus around it.  That’s a politicians’ most basic job and it’s what true 
‘Unity’ is built on.    
 
No matter the agenda the Dems pursue, “We the People” can’t and shouldn’t follow it if it’s based on 
pandering to people who tried to overthrow our government.  The vast majority of America DOES want 
to ‘move forward’, but we realize we can’t settle for the false choices of selective amnesia or vindictive 
witch hunts.  Most of us realize that any progress must be based on transparent, even-handed, 



accountability.  Fortunately, politicians don’t lead, they follow, and this time there may be enough of us 
to lead them in the right direction.   
 
The Republicans want Unity to avoid accountability, the Democrats want it for expediency, but unity 
can’t come to a people who watch their laws and institutions violated with impunity.  Though they’re 
worlds better than the Trump aberration and slightly better than the Republicans, Biden and the Dems 
aren’t saviors.  I doubt they’ll even try to protect us from the corporatocracy eating our society, but I’m 
open to being surprised.  In this dawn of a new administration, I hope Biden takes his cues from the 
people he purports to lead and gives us something worthy of the responsibility we’ve placed in him.  IF 
he does, ‘unity’ will follow.  If not, our children and grandchildren will be accountable instead… as they 
were so often before. 
 
Make a great day, 
 
 
 
 
 

Digging Deeper... 
 
 
It Is Biden's Historic Task to Reverse Reagan's—
and Trump's—Reckless Radicalism, Jeffrey 
Sachs on Common Dreams, Jan 2021 
 
The failures of Reconstruction have never been 
more evident — or relevant — than today, 
Alexander Manevitz, Washington Post, Jun 2020 
 
Militant Christian Nationalists Remain A Potent 
Force, Even After The Capitol Riot, Jom Gjelten 
on NPR, Jan 2021 
 
The ‘deep state’ of loyalists Trump is leaving 
behind for Biden, Miranda Ollstein and Megan 
Cassella, Politico.com, Jan 2021 
 
Biden cannot govern from the center – ending 
Trumpism means radical action, Robert Reich in 
The Guardian, Jan 2021 
 
We’ll Never Fix Systemic Racism by Being Polite, 
Aldon Morris in Scientific American, Aug 2020 
 
What to Do With Trumpists, Graeme Wood in 
The Atlantic, Jan 2021 
 

An early move from Democrats seeks to undo 
an ugly part of Trump’s legacy, Greg Sargent in 
Washington Post, Jan 2021 
 
The U.S. Mustn't Follow Weimar Germany and 
Ancient Rome, Andreas Kluth in Bloomberg 
Opinion, Jan 2021 
 
Sen. Josh Hawley: The Face of New American 
Fascism? David Rosen in CounterPunch, Jan 
2021 
 
The Bitter Fruits of Trump’s White-Power 
Presidency, Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor in The 
New Yorker, Jan 2021 
 
Insurrection Timeline — First the Coup and 
Then the Cover-Up, Steven Harper in Moyers on 
Democracy, Jan 2021 
 
Missouri paper urges disbarment proceedings 
against Josh Hawley:  “He must answer for his 
treasonous misdeeds”, Tom Boggioni on 
RawStory, Jan 2021 
 

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2021/01/19/it-bidens-historic-task-reverse-reagans-and-trumps-reckless-radicalism?utm_campaign=echobox&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1s9KI-EQFOXdKAcXT9aSQzTQ2syc6BF7rPWYlJt5TvVtHWSQeL0fNv0EE#Echobox=1611086220
https://www.commondreams.org/views/2021/01/19/it-bidens-historic-task-reverse-reagans-and-trumps-reckless-radicalism?utm_campaign=echobox&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1s9KI-EQFOXdKAcXT9aSQzTQ2syc6BF7rPWYlJt5TvVtHWSQeL0fNv0EE#Echobox=1611086220
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/06/11/failures-reconstruction-have-never-been-more-evident-or-relevant-than-today/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/06/11/failures-reconstruction-have-never-been-more-evident-or-relevant-than-today/
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/19/958159202/militant-christian-nationalists-remain-a-potent-force?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social&utm_term=nprnews&utm_campaign=npr&fbclid=IwAR3sY-0UQavsWVIoKqg-ohuARMFOJ7PwDfVcKzILxjuF7CFubewM14qwO3w
https://www.npr.org/2021/01/19/958159202/militant-christian-nationalists-remain-a-potent-force?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social&utm_term=nprnews&utm_campaign=npr&fbclid=IwAR3sY-0UQavsWVIoKqg-ohuARMFOJ7PwDfVcKzILxjuF7CFubewM14qwO3w
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/19/trump-loyalists-burrowing-biden-460238
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/01/19/trump-loyalists-burrowing-biden-460238
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jan/16/joe-biden-govern-center-inauguration-trump-robert-reich?fbclid=IwAR3J8INNWVT5Ua-out2VSGwaz_Yb7q-kYmn1efNrO75LbL3AKdkjMKQ8P4E
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jan/16/joe-biden-govern-center-inauguration-trump-robert-reich?fbclid=IwAR3J8INNWVT5Ua-out2VSGwaz_Yb7q-kYmn1efNrO75LbL3AKdkjMKQ8P4E
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/well-never-fix-systemic-racism-by-being-polite/?fbclid=IwAR1_kAM5TZzhe3HlUrfwENnwbxEKCgXV_upto9bYIbzv0hkCInkj4aqRg0A
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2021/01/trumpism-not-terrorism/617703/?fbclid=IwAR1AVSz2_ewvWS72DUelekC0HRYlr8C5q9fb19Az2FwbR3poAKMKp9MYYtM
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/01/19/an-early-move-democrats-seeks-undo-an-ugly-part-trumps-legacy/?fbclid=IwAR2iQpkWP_fOBjCEPeg9SRjdWCh2dvso7cfSeCMjTzflZd4farjbiZA_9T0
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/01/19/an-early-move-democrats-seeks-undo-an-ugly-part-trumps-legacy/?fbclid=IwAR2iQpkWP_fOBjCEPeg9SRjdWCh2dvso7cfSeCMjTzflZd4farjbiZA_9T0
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-01-15/the-u-s-can-learn-about-trump-s-big-lie-from-weimar-germany-and-ancient-rome?fbclid=IwAR2iQpkWP_fOBjCEPeg9SRjdWCh2dvso7cfSeCMjTzflZd4farjbiZA_9T0
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-01-15/the-u-s-can-learn-about-trump-s-big-lie-from-weimar-germany-and-ancient-rome?fbclid=IwAR2iQpkWP_fOBjCEPeg9SRjdWCh2dvso7cfSeCMjTzflZd4farjbiZA_9T0
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/01/13/sen-josh-hawley-the-face-of-new-american-fascism/?fbclid=IwAR0GcGvU9lbaXGZwE_aCg_wne_kWQzcGE_AIxTtlimhxebiwDNucKs7sf3o
https://www.counterpunch.org/2021/01/13/sen-josh-hawley-the-face-of-new-american-fascism/?fbclid=IwAR0GcGvU9lbaXGZwE_aCg_wne_kWQzcGE_AIxTtlimhxebiwDNucKs7sf3o
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-bitter-fruits-of-trumps-white-power-presidency?fbclid=IwAR04xOtDMaoTlw18ZY0nicSOvkDUhH-Cmei5-_dR09tYOnZP71h-0TU3ACQ
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-bitter-fruits-of-trumps-white-power-presidency?fbclid=IwAR04xOtDMaoTlw18ZY0nicSOvkDUhH-Cmei5-_dR09tYOnZP71h-0TU3ACQ
https://billmoyers.com/story/insurrection-timeline-first-the-coup-and-then-the-cover-up-updated/?fbclid=IwAR0LneULUZ-je6iUzKX2q5RyRPsRgCZTYd8PcOSpdErsZ5_4RH6_rV6DmI0
https://billmoyers.com/story/insurrection-timeline-first-the-coup-and-then-the-cover-up-updated/?fbclid=IwAR0LneULUZ-je6iUzKX2q5RyRPsRgCZTYd8PcOSpdErsZ5_4RH6_rV6DmI0
https://www.rawstory.com/josh-hawley-2650025802/?fbclid=IwAR19FmQr3quEK_-I1b_F8BK7JRbslPSL7A_tuwnw1NKbk5hsy56pOLTImEA
https://www.rawstory.com/josh-hawley-2650025802/?fbclid=IwAR19FmQr3quEK_-I1b_F8BK7JRbslPSL7A_tuwnw1NKbk5hsy56pOLTImEA


81 million Biden voters are seething with anger-
-the burden of 'healing' is on Republicans, 

Joshua Holland in RawStory, Jan 2021 

 

  

https://www.rawstory.com/trump-election-2649962788/?fbclid=IwAR2p1Cb8yMZfU1aUm0dZ0gOy99hdYL4AczxqG1fTX2WzDLg9wtsJCMiZcy4
https://www.rawstory.com/trump-election-2649962788/?fbclid=IwAR2p1Cb8yMZfU1aUm0dZ0gOy99hdYL4AczxqG1fTX2WzDLg9wtsJCMiZcy4


The wait is over! 

You voted, and our 2020 Referral 
Reward Yearly Winner is.... 
 
 
Here’s a rare commodity in today’s world... GOOD 
NEWS!  We thank folks for their valuable business 
referrals by making donations to the non-profit 
groups they choose.  At the end of the year our 
clients vote for one of these groups to receive a final 
$1000 gift.  We’re pleased to tell you that this year’s 
voting is done, the tally’s look right, recounts have 
been completed, and no court cases are pending.   
We can now tell you with complete confidence that 

the winner of our 2020 Referral Reward Yearly Award is...

(from the OJMCHE website)-    
The Oregon Holocaust Memorial situated in Portland’s Washington Park is free and open to the 
public from dawn until dark every day of the year and is ADA-accessible. The Memorial serves as a 
permanent reminder of the 
Holocaust, the systematic, 
bureaucratic, state-sponsored 
persecution and murder of six 
million Jews and millions of 
others by the Nazi regime and 
its collaborators from 1933 to 
1945. By teaching the lessons 
of the Holocaust and visiting 
the Memorial, we pay homage 
to those who lost their lives 
during that period. 
 
The Oregon Jewish Museum 
and Center for Holocaust 
Education explores the legacy 
of the Jewish experience in 
Oregon, teaches the universal 
lessons of the Holocaust, and 
provides opportunities for 
intercultural conversation. 
OJMCHE challenges our visitors to resist indifference and discrimination and to envision a just and 
inclusive world. 

Discrimination and Resistance, an Oregon Primer  (Core Exhibit)

 
This anchor exhibit documents Oregon’s history of discrimination and 
chronicles the many ways individuals and groups have resisted and 
overcome discrimination through the same time period. The exhibition 
discusses core “tools of discrimination” as well as “tools of resistance” used 
to counter oppression and discrimination.  



 
From its humble start as a “museum without walls” OJMCHE has become a vital part of Portland’s 
cultural landscape. Within our permanent home, our exhibitions and programs celebrate and 
explore, in the broadest terms, 
Jewish contributions to world 
culture and ideas, issues of 
identity and the forces of 
prejudice. 
 
In 2014 OJM merged with the 
Oregon Holocaust Resource 
Center, which was founded in 
1984, taking on an expanded 
mission as the Oregon Jewish 
Museum and Center for Holocaust 
Education (OJMCHE). This merger 
enriched the museum in countless 
ways: the education staff now 
includes a full-time Holocaust 
educator; as stewards of the 
Oregon Holocaust Memorial in 
Portland’s Washington Park we 
bring thousands of school children to both the Memorial and to the Museum; and we continue to 
be the only community repository for the Jewish experience in Oregon.  
 
In June 2017 Oregon Jewish Museum and Center for Holocaust Education opened the doors of its 
permanent home at 724 NW Davis Street, on the North Park Blocks in downtown Portland. The 
museum’s main gallery features rotating exhibitions of national and international stature. Three 
core exhibits anchor the museum: 
Discrimination and Resistance, An 
Oregon Primer, which identifies 
discrimination as a tool used to 
affect varied groups of people 
over the history of this region; The 
Holocaust, An Oregon Perspective, 
a history of the Holocaust that 
employs the stories of Oregon 
survivors; and Oregon Jewish 
Stories, an installation focused on 
the experience of the Jews of 
Oregon. The museum also 
features a robust series of public 
programming including films, 
lectures, musical events, and 
programs in support of 
exhibitions. In addition, OJMCHE 
has a museum shop, a café, and a 
children’s play area. 

Virtual Memorial Tour  (Online Exhibit) 

The idea for the Oregon Holocaust Memorial was conceived in 1994 by 
a local group of Holocaust survivors. Their goal was to honor the 
memory of those who were murdered in the Holocaust, and to educate 
people about the horrific consequences of hatred and discrimination.  
This self-paced and self-guided tour virtual tour makes it possible for 
anyone to visit the Oregon Holocaust Memorial from wherever they are 
located. As with an in-person tour of the Memorial, this virtual 
experience provides opportunity for remembrance and reflection. 

VIEW EXHIBITION 

The Holocaust, an Oregon Perspective  (Core Exhibit)

 
This exhibition explores the solemn gravity of the Holocaust through the 
words, objects and photographs from OJMCHE’s Collection and local 
Holocaust survivors who later made their home in Oregon and 
Southwest Washington. 

https://www.ojmche.org/teach-learn/virtual-memorial-tour/


Can’t we all just get 

along? 

Nope.  But here’s why... 
 
 
Way, way back in 2017 we were appalled by the 
increasing hyper-partisanship of the country and the 
inability of two (or more) sides to even hear each 
other, much less agree.  Now those seem like the 
‘good old days’ as Americans can’t even agree that a 
hostile invasion of Congress was a bad thing. We all 
know we’re right, that the ‘other side’ should give 
up and agree, and if they did we’d all be better off.  

And of course, ‘they’ think exactly the same about ‘us’.  But why?  It’s tempting to believe any 
‘other side’ is lying, lied to, stupid, or all three, but that’s probably not a full explanation.  
Unfortunately, the full explanation may be more depressing than the illusions we already have...  
 
 (originally “Can’t We All Just Get Along?  Apparently not.  Here’s why”, 
Tom Dwyer Newsletter, Jul 2017, updated Jan 2021 
 
It’s not news that our country is going through a period of hyper-
partisanship.  Nothing, it seems, is beyond politics and even 
demonstrable facts make little difference to entrenched ideological 
positions.  Rodney King’s plaintive cry, “Can’t we all just get along?” 
resonates again with all of us, so much so that some people are 
beginning to shake off the blinders of politics and reach across the aisle 
to their fellow Americans.  Are we shaking off a fog of confusion?  Is there real reason to hope for 
real change? 
 
Apparently not.  We hate to be buzzkills on this, but science has uncovered fascinating (if 
depressing) evidence that much of the way we see the world, much of what makes that partisan 
divide so gaping, is hard-wired.  In fields like sociology, anthropology, economics, biology, 
psychology, and more, new tools and techniques are giving us insights into the deepest parts of 
the human psyche, and the results can be pretty scary to those who like to believe our opinions 
have some relevance to the real world. 

Our “Your Car Matters” staff combs through mountains of information to produce this newsletter, 
and not every story we read deserves a full article by itself.  But bit by bit, they sometimes add up 
to something important.  We’ve been squirreling away studies and reports on the deep causes of 
why humans see the world the way we do, and there’s no better time than today, in the midst of 
the Trumpocracy, to share them with you.  You probably won’t want to read all these articles 
unless you’re working on a doctoral thesis of some type, but pick a few at random… you’ll find 
they point in the same general direction. 
 

https://tomdwyer.com/2017/newsletters/cant-just-get-along-apparently-not-heres/


The research paints a dim picture.  It seems much of what we think of as “reasoning” to a 
conclusion is actually “justification” for conclusions we’ve already reached in our subconscious, 
which can be influenced by things we’ll never be explicitly aware of.  And once we form these 
opinions we have built-in mechanisms to protect them, regardless of how true (or not) they might 
be. 

But on the other hand, there is a ray of sunlight to put it all into perspective.  All these studies deal 
with how we form worldviews to begin with.  They don’t deal with what we do with those 
worldviews once we have them. 

One of the things that sets human intelligence apart is the potential for self-reflection.  We 
might form opinions in our subconscious, but what we do with those opinions is a matter of 
conscious choice.  If we realize how susceptible we can be to subconscious influence, we can, in 
fact we’re obligated to, use our conscious thought to overcome our animal brains.  Facts and 
reality are not subject to our choices, but our responses to them are, and understanding why we 
think the way we do makes us better at thinking more effectively at all.  As Socrates said, “The 
unexamined life is not worth living”.  That may or may not be true, but the unexamined life 
definitely makes it harder for us to all get along.  And the examined life is always within our reach. 
 

Digging very, very deeply… 
 

We told to “know ourselves”, but humans can be dark and mysterious. 
Hidden Brain- The Double Standard-  It’s easy to 
spot bias in other people, especially those with 
whom we disagree.  But it’s not so easy to 
recognize our own biases.  Psychologist Emily 
Pronin says it’s partly because of our brain 
architecture. This week on Hidden Brain, we 
explore what Pronin calls the introspection 
illusion.  Shankar Vedantam on Hidden Brain, Jan 
2021 
The Devil In All Of Us?  The Stanford 
Prison Experiment, by Charles 
Letherwood , Your Car Matters, Jun 2015 
Conducting The Milgram Experiment In 
Poland, Psychologists Show People Still 
Obey, Dolinski et al on ScienceDaily, Mar 
2017 
Harvard University Implicit Bias Test, 
Harvard University  
Is it possible to rid police officers of bias?  Tiffanie 
Wen on BBC Future, Aug 2020 
Living a Lie: We Deceive Ourselves to Better 
Deceive Others, by Matthew Hutson in Scientific 
American, Apr 2017 
The Mindset That Makes It Hard to Admit You’re 
Wrong, by Dr. Susan Whitbourne in Psychology 
Today, Mar 2017 

An important part of science is admitting 
when we’re wrong, Mary Beth Griggs on The 
Verge, Aug 2020 

What makes people stop caring?, Tiffanie Wen on 
BBC Future, Aug 2020 
People who support colorblind ideology show 
less intergroup empathy and are less likely to 
take action against prejudice, Beth Ellwood in 

PsyPost, Jul 2020 
Talking in Euphemisms Can Chip Away 
at Your Sense of Morality, by Niemi et al 
on NYMag Science of US, Apr 2017 
Are There Emotional No-Go Areas 
Where Logic Dare Not Show Its Face? By 
Richard Dawkins on the Richard Dawkins 
Foundation for Reason & Science, Jul 

2014 
Human Brain Function May Be Organized 
Differently Than Scientists Have Thought, by 
Renee Morad on Seeker, Apr 2017 
How we make moral decisions, by Anne Trafton, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on 
Phys.org, Oct 2020 
The Hypothesis- Why Do People Want What 
They Want? By Satoshi Kanazawa in Psychology 
Today, Mar 2010 

https://hiddenbrain.org/podcast/the-double-standard/#:~:text=It's%20easy%20to%20spot%20bias,because%20of%20our%20brain%20architecture.
https://tomdwyer.com/2015/newsletters/the-devil-in-all-of-us-the-stanford-prison-experiment/
https://tomdwyer.com/2015/newsletters/the-devil-in-all-of-us-the-stanford-prison-experiment/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170314081558.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170314081558.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/03/170314081558.htm
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200827-is-it-possible-to-rid-police-officers-of-bias?ocid=fbfut
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/living-a-lie-we-deceive-ourselves-to-better-deceive-others/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/living-a-lie-we-deceive-ourselves-to-better-deceive-others/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/fulfillment-any-age/201703/the-mindset-makes-it-hard-admit-youre-wrong
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/fulfillment-any-age/201703/the-mindset-makes-it-hard-admit-youre-wrong
https://www.theverge.com/21358867/vaccine-clinical-trials-trust-science-wrong?fbclid=IwAR3r375ARdVkD9xiehf9N_g89uNK3NP6HFqvoxx-cyqAB0MBvunt8D7DqUg
https://www.theverge.com/21358867/vaccine-clinical-trials-trust-science-wrong?fbclid=IwAR3r375ARdVkD9xiehf9N_g89uNK3NP6HFqvoxx-cyqAB0MBvunt8D7DqUg
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200630-what-makes-people-stop-caring
https://www.psypost.org/2020/07/people-who-support-colorblind-ideology-show-less-intergroup-empathy-and-are-less-likely-to-take-action-against-prejudice-57266
https://www.psypost.org/2020/07/people-who-support-colorblind-ideology-show-less-intergroup-empathy-and-are-less-likely-to-take-action-against-prejudice-57266
https://www.psypost.org/2020/07/people-who-support-colorblind-ideology-show-less-intergroup-empathy-and-are-less-likely-to-take-action-against-prejudice-57266
http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2017/04/indirect-speech-talking-in-euphemisms.html
http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2017/04/indirect-speech-talking-in-euphemisms.html
https://richarddawkins.net/2014/07/are-there-emotional-no-go-areas-where-logic-dare-not-show-its-face/
https://richarddawkins.net/2014/07/are-there-emotional-no-go-areas-where-logic-dare-not-show-its-face/
https://www.seeker.com/health/mind/human-brain-function-may-be-organized-differently-than-scientists-have-thought?utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=dnewssocial
https://www.seeker.com/health/mind/human-brain-function-may-be-organized-differently-than-scientists-have-thought?utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=dnewssocial
https://phys.org/news/2020-10-moral-decisions.html
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-scientific-fundamentalist/201003/the-hypothesis
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-scientific-fundamentalist/201003/the-hypothesis


Is it okay to sacrifice one person to save many? 
How you answer depends on where you’re from.  
A new study uses the famous trolley problem to 
show how our culture shapes our moral beliefs. 
Are You a Moral Grandstander?  New research 
suggests that moral grandstanding may be a 
major source of conflict in the world today, Scott 
Barry Kaufman in Scientific American, Oct 2019  
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The Funny Page                                                                                      

 These are the jokes, folks!  Now all in 
one place. 

 

 

 

 

 

Our “What NOW?!!” Toon from Keith Tucker... 

 

https://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/what-now-617sm-color-150-dpi-.jpg


TWO "More or Less" Puzzles by Jen Rombach! 
First, we have the "More or Less" format you've come to know and love.  But keep scrolling to try her new 
"In or Outer", and the delights of Bookend Words.  Both solutions are at the bottom of this month's Funny 
Page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More or Less Solutions for January 

 

 

  

https://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/TDPUZZLE10-1.jpg
https://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/TDPUZZLE10-1.jpg
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The funniest thing we’ve seen all month… 

Joe Biden was inaugurated in an existential victory for democracy, but the 
important thing is that Bernie wore mittens.  He wore them very, very well, 
though, and memes flooded the InterTubes on Thursday.  Here's the most 
complete collection we've seen anywhere... 
 

 

 

  

https://obviousplant.com/?fbclid=IwAR1wCUbTdAQQd1P9-QSw6VMYnF2LzEuqOXERejYBv6fl1_YcLKP4pKjRtKQ


Shop Talk                                                                                            

THE Story of 2020  
 

Current Special Offers 

 

The economy is strengthening, but it’s not strong yet.  If you’re making tough choices about where to spend 
your money then our Auto Amnesty offer can still save you 30% off Labor Charges on service 
recommendations already in your file as of 11/13/20.  Even during a pandemic your vehicle needs 
consistent care, and Auto Amnesty is a great way to catch up on the services you may have been putting 
off. 

Offer expires 1/15/21 
$200 minimum purchase required 

Discount limited to service recommendations in your Tom Dwyer file as of 12/21/20 
You must tell us you want this offer WHEN YOU SCHEDULE YOUR SERVICE! 

Offer is VOID AFTER SERVICE IS COMPLETE 

 

Though the pandemic is spiking there seem to be stirrings of health in the economy, so we’re lowering our 
Covid discount a little more.  If you took advantage of the 33% or 30% level, THANK YOU for keeping us 
open during some of our darkest days!  If you haven’t yet taken advantage of this amazing offer, act now… 
a vaccine means hope for Covid, but a limited lifetime for our Covid Discount. 

Offer expires 1/15/21 
$200 minimum purchase required 

(10% off Labor for services under $200) 
You must tell us you want this offer WHEN YOU SCHEDULE YOUR SERVICE! 

Offer is VOID AFTER SERVICE IS COMPLETE 
 

 

https://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/auto-amnesty-2020-banner.jpg
https://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/25-percent-labor-discount-banner.jpg


Get a FREE CNP Membership with any job with $300 

or more in Labor charges 

Members of our Carbon Neutral Program (CNP) save 10% on Labor Charges at our shop, which means any 
job with $500 (or more) in Labor always pays for a CNP membership.  But in conjunction with this month’s 

newsletter article on our CNP we’re making it even easier… if your service has as little as $300 in Labor 
charges, we’ll give you your one-year membership FREE! 

• You must tell us you want this offer WHEN YOU SCHEDULE YOUR SERVICE! 

• Offer is VOID AFTER SERVICE IS COMPLETE! 
Maximum value $90, Offer expires 5/31/19 

 

We also have a couple ongoing offers you might find valuable… 
 

Carbon Neutral Program-  Our company’s commitment to the environment 

led us to partner with Bonneville Environmental Foundation to create our Carbon 
Neutral Program in 2007. Client members offset the carbon production of their 
vehicles for one year AND save 10% on Labor Charges here at the shop! It's a win 
for you AND our environment and it's been very successful... since we instituted the 
program our members have prevented over 1.9 MILLION POUNDS of carbon from 
being dumped into our air! 

 

Referral Reward Program-  Year after year, referrals from our existing clients 

are our greatest source of new clients, so we’ve tried hard to think of some way to 
appropriately reward people for their referrals.  Our solution is  our Referral Reward 
Program, where we make donations to the non-profit group of your choice to say 
‘thanks’ for your generous referrals.  Here’s how it works… 
 

 
Your reviews and referrals matter 

We are constantly grateful for the supportive and loyal clients we have developed 
over the years.  Your comments and appreciation keep us on the right road to 
providing the superior automotive service you deserve.  Your reviews and referrals 
are not only the highest compliments we can receive, but they’re the lifeblood of our 
new business.  If you like what you’ve found at Tom Dwyer Automotive Services, 
please tell a friend or take a minute to write a review on Yelp, Angieslist, Google, or 
the review site of your choice. Thank you!  
 

Latest Automotive Recalls   
Automobiles are just like any other product; occasional flaws in manufacture or 
design can cause problems once they leave the factory.  When an issue is identified 
the manufacturers and government work hard to bring the vehicles back in for refit 
or repair, but not all recalls make the front pages.  The National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration maintains a constantly updated list of recalls from every 
manufacturer.  The last month’s recalls are below, but clicking the button at right will 
take you to the full list at the NHTSA website.  
 

https://tomdwyer.com/contact-us/appointments/
https://tomdwyer.com/contact-us/appointments/
https://tomdwyer.com/?p=26319&preview=true
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http://www.nhtsa.gov/Vehicle+Safety/Recalls+&+Defects
https://tomdwyer.com/services/carbon-neutral-program/
http://www.nhtsa.gov/Vehicle+Safety/Recalls+&+Defects
http://tomdwyer.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/AskForReviewButton.png


Kyle’s Kitchen                          

 3-Ingredient Creamy Tomato Angel Hair Pasta 
       

 
 
In honor of Inauguration Day, Kyle did some research into Joe Biden's 
favorite dish.  The recipe he found was angel hair pasta with creamy red sauce… no meat, no 
mushrooms, no nothing… just red sauce.  You can draw your own conclusions, but Kyle thought it 
seemed somehow appropriate. 
 

3-Ingredient Creamy Tomato Angel Hair Pasta 
Original recipe from The Comfort of Cooking.com  
 
This creamy, saucy and scrumptious pasta only needs 15 minutes and 3 ingredients to make! Serve 
it with salad and a glass of red wine, and dinner is done! Choose your favorite pasta sauce (store 
bought or homemade), and simmer it with some light cream cheese. 
 

Ingredients:   
• 9 oz. refrigerated angel hair pasta 

• 1 1/2 cups pasta sauce 

• 3 oz. light cream cheese softened 
 
For serving, optional: 

• 2 Tbsp. Parmesan cheese 

• Fresh basil 

• Lemon wedges 
 

Preparation: 
• Bring a medium pot of salted water to a boil. Add 

angel hair and cook according to package 
instructions, usually 1-2 minutes. 

• Meanwhile, add pasta sauce to a separate smaller 
pot. Bring to a boil and then reduce heat to simmer, 
covered. Stir in cream cheese until smooth. 

• Once pasta is cooked, toss with sauce. Scoop 
servings onto individual plates. If desired, sprinkle 
with Parmesan and basil, and serve with lemon wedges (lemon really amps up the tomato 
flavor.) 

• Enjoy! 

 

  

https://www.thecomfortofcooking.com/2014/09/3-ingredient-creamy-tomato-angel-hair-pasta.html


Health Notes        

 What binge-watching does to your Health 
 
 
 
As the Covid Lockdown (or semi-lockdown, depending  on where you are) 
continues, there’s one thing we all have to talk about... binge watching.  This is a fairly new phenomena 
(less than 20 years) but wouldn’t you know it?  The effects aren’t just loss of sleep, leftovers piling up on 
your coffee table, or an unhealthy obsession with chess, tigers, or superheroes.  There are actual health 
effects, and researchers have had time to study them... 
 
UB researcher studies effects of binge-watching on health, David Hill in Buffalo.Edu, Apr 2019 
 
The Impact of Binge-Watching on Your Health, Katie Kochanny at Michigan State University 
 
Breaking Binge: Exploring The Effects Of Binge Watching On Television Viewer Reception, Lesley Lisseth 
Pena at Syracuse University, Jun 2015 
 
Understanding the Phenomenon of Binge-Watching—A Systematic Review, Starosta and Izydorczyk at the 
National Institutes of Health, Jun 2020 
 
Effects of Emotion on Binge-Watching, Victoria Anozie at Baylor University, Jan 2020 
 
The Netflix Effect and Defining Bingewatching, Brenna Davis at VCU Honors College, 2016 
 
How binge-watching is hazardous to your health, Jenna Birch on Washington Post, Jun 2019 
 
 

  

https://www.macmillandictionaryblog.com/binge-watching#:~:text=The%20word%20'binge'%20first%20appeared,common%20usage%20until%20around%202012.
http://www.buffalo.edu/ubnow/stories/2019/04/kruger-binge-watching.html#:~:text=Turns%20out%2C%20binge%2Dwatching%20can,of%20stress%2C%20anxiety%20and%20depression.
https://comartsci.msu.edu/research-and-creative-work/impact-binge-watching-your-health
https://surface.syr.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1283&context=etd
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7344932/
https://scholar.utc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1464&context=mps
https://scholarscompass.vcu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1199&context=uresposters
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/how-binge-watching-is-hazardous-to-your-health/2019/05/31/03b0d70a-8220-11e9-bce7-40b4105f7ca0_story.html


Book Spotlight                                                            
“There’s No Right Way To Do The Wrong Thing” 

by Christopher Gilbert  
 
We’re admittedly cynical and hardly look to politicians of any stripe as moral 
inspirations, but we’ve seen how much variation there can be between individual officeholders.   A new day 
is dawning as the US Presidency changes guard, but the ethical struggles that beset every President won’t 
change at all.  To welcome Biden and bid goodbye to Trump, we offer a book that would be helpful to both 
of them and all of us...   
 

“There’s No Right Way To Do The Wrong Thing” 

by Christopher Gilbert  

from the publisher-  In today's rapidly-changing global society, do you 

wonder what it means to make honest decisions, and hold yourself and 

others accountable in your personal, professional, and family lives? Do 

you want to know how you can become more authentic in your 

relationships, more transparent in your organizations, and better able to 

identify the reality behind increasingly outrageous "alternative truths"? 

The truth is, we have only two choices when it comes to an honest world 

- we can either continue down our current path of increasingly 

situational ethics that treat some more fairly than others and where 

honesty in our connections and relationships is the luck of the draw. Or, 

we can believe we have the capacity to create a world that operates on 

an integrity practiced by everyone for everyone. 

In There's No Right Way to Do the Wrong Thing, you'll find answers to 

these concerns and more as author Christopher Gilbert invites readers 

into an accessible and inspirational conversation spiced with an 

abundance of personal stories, humorous anecdotes and invaluable guidance about making good choices. Drawing 

upon decades of research, training and ethics consulting experience, There's No Right Way to Do the Wrong Thing 

brings a fresh approach to personal growth and an honesty that empowers a brighter future for all of us. 

Whether you're an ethics expert or simply someone navigating the moral mud around us, this easy-to-follow book will 

have you examining your own standards and values and applying transformative concepts to your life. Most 

importantly, readers will finish this book encouraged that we all have the power and capacities-- individually and 

collectively-- to morally progress past where we are now and help bring better ethics into our families, our 

communities, our organizations and our world. 

 

 

  

https://www.powells.com/book/theres-no-right-way-to-do-the-wrong-thing-9780997930337
https://www.powells.com/book/theres-no-right-way-to-do-the-wrong-thing-9780997930337


Department of Reality Studies   

 See a video of the Living Earth 
 
 
“My ignorance is just as good as your knowledge.”  Do you believe that?  We don’t. 
 
Basic science, even basic consensual reality, seems under attack these days.  Science and 
education are increasingly something for the ‘elite’; something to be distrusted by honest folk.  Scientists aren’t 
trusted on public health, environmental science, or even cosmology, not because they’ve been proven wrong but 
because they’ve been proven so ruthlessly right.  Objective reality is inconvenient for those who would like their 
whims to create reality instead. RestOfNewsletter But society has always and only existed in the real world and 
modern society isn’t possible without science.  Pretending otherwise can, and will, get us all killed. 
 
The way to promote understanding and appreciation of science isn’t to tell people they should care… it’s to show 
them why it’s so exciting.  From the unimaginable expanse of the multiverse to the tiniest living beings and the quarks 
and leptons they’re made of, science is an adventure.  The “Department of Reality Studies” may do little to affect the 
appreciation of science for many people one way or another, but we’ll enjoy sharing our own excitement with you so 
we hope you’ll check back frequently to see some glimpses of Reality that may not have made your radar.  Let’s go! 
 

Earth Looks Like A Living Creature In This Amazing NASA Video 
NASA’s Scientific Visualization Studio (SVS) has released a stunning video that shows Earth in a way you may have never 
seen before.  The video is a timelapse simulation that depicts seven days in 2005 when a category-4 typhoon developed 
off the coast of China. The seven-day period is repeated several times during the course of the visualization.  Scientists 
used data from NASA’s Goddard Earth Observing System Model, Version 5 (GEOS-5), to depict the simulation’s volume-
rendered clouds. This particular run of the simulation, called 7km GEOS-5 Nature Run (7km-G5NR), was executed on a 
supercomputer. This short visualization produced petabytes of output and referenced nearly a terabyte of brickmap files. 

 

NASA Curiosity rover celebrates 3,000th day on Mars with stunning panorama of planet 
NASA's Curiosity rover just celebrated a major milestone — 3,000 days on the surface of Mars. To mark the occasion, the 
space agency has released a stunning new panorama of the red planet, captured by the rover.  Curiosity landed on Mars 
on August 6, 2012. However, scientists track its activities in Martian days, called "sols," which are a bit longer than Earth 
days, at 24 hours and 39 minutes.  The epic new panorama, released by the space agency on Tuesday, captures the view 
of the 96-mile-wide Gale Crater and part of Mount Sharp, its central mountain. It was taken by Curiosity's eyes, AKA the 
Mast Camera. 
 

Mystery of massive, train-stopping millipede swarms solved 
For over a century, thousands of poisonous millipedes have swarmed train tracks in the thick, forested mountains of 
Japan, forcing trains to grind to a halt. These "train millipedes," so-called for their famous obstructions, would appear 
every so often — and then disappear again for years at a time. Now, scientists have figured out why.  It turns out that 
these millipedes (Parafontaria laminata armigera), endemic to Japan, have an unusually long, and synchronous, eight-year 
life cycle. Such long "periodical" life cycles — in which a population of animals moves through the phases of life at the 
same time — have only previously been confirmed in some species of cicadas with 13- and 17-year life cycles, as well as in 
bamboos and some other plants. 
 

People with extreme anti-science views know the least, but think they know the most: study 
Recently, researchers asked more than 2,000 American and European adults their thoughts about genetically modified 
foods.  They also asked them how much they thought they understood about GM foods, and a series of 15 true-false 
questions to test how much they actually knew about genetics and science in general. The researchers were interested in 
studying a perverse human phenomenon: People tend to be lousy judges of how much they know.  Across four studies 
conducted in three countries — the U.S., France and Germany — the researchers found that extreme opponents of 
genetically modified foods “display a lack of insight into how much they know.” They know the least, but think they know 
the most.  “The less people know,” the authors conclude, “the more opposed they are to the scientific consensus.”  
“Science communicators have made concerted efforts to educate the public with an eye to bringing their attitudes in line 
with the experts,” they write in the journal Nature Human Behaviour. 
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Popcorn Shorts       
Cool stuff that’s too small for a big article 

 

 
Just like it says, Popcorn Shorts is about the kind of things we think are really 
interesting, but don’t really need a large article to explain them.  From the 
sublime to the ridiculous, check in here for crunchy bits of info you’ll love to 
munch.  By the way, much (but not necessarily all) of our delicious Popcorn comes 
from articles we’ve posted on our Facebook page.  If you’re on Facebook, please 
stop by and “Like” us and we’ll keep a fairly-constant-but-not-frequent-enough-to-
be-annoying stream of these coming to your virtual door!  
 

We narrowly escaped THIS... Donald Trump’s vison for American History Education 
Before you relax into the Biden adminstration, let’s remember just one of the things we 
avoided.  When Conservatives were outraged by the 1619 project, Trump rose to defend 
America’s honor by writing a curriculum to churn out happy little patriots.  Describing the 
work as “definitive” and “dispositive”, they were able to settle many questions legal scholars 
and historians thought were legitimate from slavery to Christian nationalism.  The Biden 
administration scrubbed this from the WhiteHouse website in embarrassment, but not 
before we could download a copy.  You may also be interested in coverage from Washington 
Post or The Regulatory Review.  

 

Cranky Uncle game: building resilience against misinformation. 
(from the website)- Developing solutions to misinformation is more important than ever in 
this post-truth era where science and facts are under constant assault. A key solution to 
making the public more resilient against fake news is inoculation – avoid being misled by 
learning the techniques of denial.  In the Cranky Uncle game, players are mentored by a 
cartoon personification of climate science denial. Cranky Uncle explains 14 techniques of 
science denial, from fake experts to cherry picking and a variety of different logical fallacies. 
The game was developed by George Mason University scientist John Cook, in collaboration 
with creative agency Autonomy. The game is now available for free on iPhone and Android. 
 

This is NOT a flamethrower... it says so on the box 
Elon Musk’s maintains that his quirky little fire-shooting gadget is not a flamethrower, but 
police around the world aren’t buying it.  from TechCrunch.com-  “After being locked up in an 
Italian prison, American Max Craddock was finally able to make his case to a judge. “It’s not a 
weapon of war,” his lawyer told the investigating magistrate. “It’s a toy they sell to children.”  
More than 1,000 flamethrower purchasers abroad have had their devices confiscated by 
customs officers or local police, with many facing fines and weapons charges. In the U.S., the 
flamethrowers have been implicated in at least one local and one federal criminal 
investigation. There have also been at least three occasions in which the Boring Company 

devices have been featured in weapons hauls seized from suspected drug dealers...” 
 

How do butterflies fly?  Puzzle solved! 
from BBC.com-  “Flying species have evolved various methods of evading death. Some have 
developed powerful and efficient wings to speed them to safety. But what about the slow-
moving, meandering butterfly?  The problem for these creatures is that they have unusually 
large wings relative to their body size, which are aerodynamically inefficient for flight.  Back 
in the 1970s, researchers developed a theory that their big wings allowed the butterfly to 
clap them together on the upstroke to power their take off. Now, a new study shows that 
butterflies evolved an effective way of cupping and clapping their wings to generate 
thrust...”but no one has shown how this works in natural flying conditions. Now, Swedish 

scientists, using a wind tunnel and high-speed cameras, have captured the butterfly's unique flying skill...” 
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